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Fungal peroxygenases[1] catalyse the hydroxylation of aromatic and aliphatic C-H bonds with high activities, 
selectivities and thereby relying solely on hydrogen peroxide as a cofactor.[2] Although there are more than 4000 
putative fungal peroxygenase genes annotated, only Agrocybe aegerita unspecific peroxygenase (AaeUPO) 
could be heterologously expressed in S. cerevisiae after five rounds of directed evolution and screening more 
than 9000 transformants.[3] Four of the identified nine mutations were located in the signal-peptide. However, as 
“you get what you screen for” in directed evolution, the enzyme has been evolved towards the substrate and not 
just on the increased expression level. Many fungal genomes carry several dozens of UPO genes suggesting 
they harbour different specificities and perhaps even catalytic activities. This requires a substrate unspecific 
screening system for the evolution of these UPOs for heterologous expression. 
 
We therefore established a substrate unspecific high-throughput system to monitor and evolve expression in 
S. cerevisiae. This system is based on a 15 amino acid peptide tag C-terminal attached to the protein of 
interest.[5] Upon recombining with a truncated non-fluorescing-GFP it starts emitting again and allows specific 
protein quantifications even in crude lysates. Using this system and hypothesising that the N-terminal signal-
peptide or certain subdomains are pivotal for active expression, we employed a Golden Gate-based modular 
cloning system to shuffle and reassemble all these different parts.  
We first tested the putative UPO gene of Galerina marginata (GmaUPO) with twelve different signal peptides. 
We were astonished to notice by split-GFP that more 
than 50 % of the constructs showed expressions – 
some of them higher rates than PaDa-I. However, we 
were not able to detect any activity with the standard 
peroxidase or peroxygenase assays. By cutting the 
gene of PaDa-I into five parts and shuffling it with the 
GmaUPO gene, we could identify an active chimera, 
with a 16-fold higher activity for the peroxygenase 
reaction over the peroxidase activity (with the utilised 
substrates ABTS and NBD). The discovered chimera 
consists of four parts of PaDa-I and one part of 
GmaUPO. It shows comparable activities and stabilities 
to PaDa-I but shifted selectivities.  
By performing iterative saturation mutagenesis using 
the Golden Mutagenesis protocol[4] we were able to 
further elucidate the function of the inserted fifth 
subdomain.  
Here, we wish to present our findings as well as the 
developed methodologies.  
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Figure 1 – Illustration of the modular concept and 
the GFP-tag 
